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Prompt: Take inspiration fromWilliam Shakespeare and write a poem about the life of international graduate student doing his masters in MTU.
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The first thing I did was to write a poem about my life in the world of Michigan technology.

I was a graduate student in the Department of Computer Science at the University of California, Berkeley. I was studying computer science at the University of California, Berkeley.

I was studying computer science at the University of California, Berkeley.
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As you can imagine the school has been huge in terms of their staff, who have always made their names in the world of technology.

They are very friendly and good students. We have several students who have been studying computer engineering on campus for over a year now.

It is great to see their enthusiasm for learning and learning again. So, please take inspiration fromWilliam Shakespeare and write a poem about of life of international graduate student who doing his masters in Michigan

technological university.

The university is a great place to be. It offers a great university and it offers great opportunities to study the best in computer science
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International graduate student, far from home,

In Michigan’s snowy landscape, all alone.

With dreams of knowledge, and a heart full of cheer,

He ventures forth, to learn and to hear.

His master’s degree, a goal to achieve,

He toils and studies, through joys and grief.

In lectures and labs, he pours his heart and soul
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Title: AWorld Away

In the land of Michigan, where the snow falls deep,

A stranger comes, a student, with a dream to keep.

From far-off lands, he journeyed, with a heart full of cheer,

To learn and grow, in a place so fair and clear.

His eyes, they wander, through the campus green,
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Title: A Michigan Sojourn: An International Grad’s Tale

Once upon a Midwestern morn,

In the heart of Michigan’s domain,

A scholar from afar was born,

In lands where sunsets paint the rain.

With dreams of knowledge vast and wide,

He sought a place where intellects convene,

To quench his thirst for truth and stride,
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In the heart of Michigan, where the Wolverines roam,

A student from afar, in quest of a new home,

With knowledge as his quest, and dreams to pursue,

He steps upon the campus, clad in wonder and hue.

From the land of the rising sun, where the cherry blossoms bloom,

He embarks on a journey, to gain a brighter room,
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